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NOTICE
SKF USA, Inc. assumes no liability for damages consequent to the use of
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CAUTION
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the instructions and safety precautions in this manual can result in
serious injury, damage to the product, damage to other equipment, or a
malfunctioning system. Keep this guide in a safe and ready location for
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Declaration of conformity
Manufacturer’s Name & Address:
SKF USA, Inc. (SKF Condition Monitoring Center, Fort Collins)
4812 McMurry Ave
Fort Collins, CO 80525 USA
Equipment Description: Electric Motor Monitoring System
Equipment Model Designations: NetEP
Application by Council Directive 72/23/EC on the harmonization of the laws related to
Member States relating to electrical equipment designed for use with certain voltage limits,
as amended by: Council Directive 93/68/EC and Council Directive 2004/108/EC on the
approximation of the laws related to Member States relating to the electromagnetic
compatibility, as amended by: Council Directive 93/68/EC.
Note: due to the phenomena being served and the material properties being measured, this
equipment does radiate radio frequency energy while in the active test mode.
Referenced Safety Standards: EN 61010-1, CAN/CSA-C22.2 61010-1
Referenced EMC Standards:
61326:2001		

55011 Class A		

EN 61000-3-2

EN 61000-3-3		

EN 61000-4-2		

EN 61000-4-3

EN 61000-4-4		

EN 61000-4-5		

EN 61000-4-6

EN 61000-4-8		

EN 61000-4-11

I., the undersigned, hereby declare that the equipment standard above conforms to the
above directives and standards.
Signature:

Printed Name: Steve Beitscher
Title: Engineering Manager
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End-User License Agreement – EMCM Software
THIS END-USER LICENSE AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”) is entered into by and between
SKF USA Inc. and/or SKF Condition Monitoring - Fort Collins (hereinafter referred to
collectively as the “Licensor”) and any person or business that executes this Agreement by
clicking the “I agree” icon at the end of this Agreement or by accessing, using, or installing the
Software (“Licensee” or “You”). Licensor and Licensee shall be referred to collectively in this
Agreement as the Parties.
BY CLICKING THE ACCEPTANCE BUTTON OR ACCESSING, USING, OR INSTALLING THE
SOFTWARE, OR ANY PART THEREOF, YOU EXPRESSLY AGREE TO BE BOUND BY ALL OF
THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO ALL OF THE TERMS OF
THIS AGREEMENT, THE BUTTON INDICATING NON-ACCEPTANCE MUST BE SELECTED,
AND YOU MAY NOT ACCESS, USE, OR INSTALL ANY PART OF THE SOFTWARE.

1. DEFINITIONS
(1a) Derivative Works.
The Term “Derivative Works” shall have the same meaning as set forth in the U.S. Copyright
Act, as amended from time to time, in title 17 of the United States Code.

(1b) Effective Date.
The term “Effective Date” shall mean the date on which Licensee assents to the terms of this
Agreement by clicking the “I agree” button at the bottom of this Agreement.

(1c) Intellectual Property Rights.
The term Intellectual Property Rights shall mean all rights arising or protectable under the
copyright, trademark, patent, or trade secrets laws of the United States or any other nation,
including all rights associated with the protection of computer programs and/or source code.

(1d) Person.
The term “Person” shall mean an individual, a partnership, a company, a corporation, an
association, a joint stock company, a trust, a joint venture, an unincorporated organization, or
a governmental entity (or any department, agency, or political subdivision thereof).

(1e) Software.
The term “Software” shall mean the software application entitled Surveyor, Surveyor DX,
Surveyor EXP, Surveyor NetEP, Baker AWA-IV, Baker DX, EXP4000, NetEP, MTA, which is an
application developed, owned, marketed, and licensed by Licensor.
The term “Software” shall include the object code of software for Surveyor, Surveyor DX,
Surveyor EXP, Surveyor NetEP, Baker AWA-IV, Baker DX, EXP4000, NetEP, MTA or any other
object code within the SKF condition monitoring family suite and any and all user manuals, or
other technical documentation, authored by Licensor in connection with Software any other
software within SKF condition monitoring products.
The term “Software” includes any corrections, bug fixes, enhancements, releases, updates,
upgrades, or other modifications, including custom modifications, to Surveyor, Surveyor DX,
Surveyor EXP, Surveyor NetEP, Baker AWA-IV, Baker DX, EXP4000, NetEP, MTA and any and
all associated user manuals. The term Software also includes any supplemental, add-on, or
plug-in software code provided to Licensee.
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The term “Software” shall not be construed to include the source code for Surveyor, Surveyor
DX, Surveyor EXP, Surveyor NetEP, Baker AWA-IV, Baker DX, EXP4000, NetEP, MTA or any
other source code from SKF condition monitoring products.

2. LICENSE
(2a) Grant of License.
Licensor grants Licensee, pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, a nonexclusive, non-transferable, and revocable license to use the Software in strict accordance
with the terms and conditions of this Agreement, including any concurrent use, network or
other limitations set forth in subsection (b) below.
All rights not specifically granted by Licensor under this Agreement are retained by Licensor
and withheld from Licensee.

(2b) Installation and Use Rights.
Licensee shall use the Software only on its internal computer equipment, whether such
equipment is owned, leased, or rented, at the Licensee’s principal business office.
The following paragraphs govern your installation and use rights with regard to the Software,
depending on the type of license you have obtained from Licensor.
(i) If you obtained a stand-alone license of the Software, you may install one (1) copy of the
Software on one (1) computer residing in your principal business office.
(ii) If you obtained a network license of the Software, you may install one (1) copy of the
Software on as many networked clients (workstations) as authorized by your network license,
as set forth more particularly in the applicable purchase order or other ordering documents
memorializing your license acquisition; provided, however, that all network clients
(workstations) are connected to a single licensed database residing in your principal business
office.
(iii) If you obtained a network license of the Software, you may connect to multiple licensed
databases, you may install the database-dedicated clients up to the total number of
networked clients acquired by you under the applicable purchase order or other ordering
documents memorializing your license acquisition.

(2c) Other Conditions of Use.
None.

(2d) Restrictions on Use.
Licensee may use the Software only for its internal business purposes and on the identified
equipment on which the Software was first installed or for which it is otherwise licensed;
provided, however, that Licensee may temporarily use the Software on a back-up system in
the event that the primary licensed system is inoperative or test system not used for
production but solely for the purposes of testing the Software. Licensee may not use the
Software for any other purpose. Licensee shall not:
(i) permit any parent, subsidiaries, affiliated entities or third parties to use the Software;
(ii) use the Software in the operation of a service bureau;
(iii) allow access to the Software through any workstations located outside of Licensee’s
principal business offices;
(iv) rent, resell, lease, timeshare or lend the Software to any Person;
(v) sublicense, assign, or transfer the Software or this license for the Software to any Person;
iv
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(vi) reproduce, distribute, or publicly display the Software;
(vii) make the Software accessible to any Person by any means, including posting on a web
site or through other distribution mechanisms over the Internet;
(viii) reverse assemble, disassemble, reverse engineer, reverse compile, decompile, or
otherwise translate the Software or prepare Derivative Works based on the Software;
(ix) place, reproduce, or make available the Software on Licensee’s computer network if
Licensee is only authorized by this Agreement to operate the Software on a single
workstation;
(x) exceed at any given point in time the total number of network clients authorized by the
applicable purchase order or ordering document to use or access the Software;
(xi) edit or modify the Software except as expressly authorized by Licensor, including altering,
deleting, or obscuring any proprietary rights notices embedded in or affixed to the Software;
(xii) use the Software in any manner that disparages Licensor, Microsoft, or Oracle, or use the
Software in a way that infringes the Intellectual Property Rights of the foregoing parties; or
(xiii) use the Software in a manner that violates any federal, state, or local law, rule or
regulation, or use the Software to violate the rights of any third party, or use the Software to
promote pornography, hatred, or racism.

(2e) Copies.
Licensee, solely to enable it to use the Software, may make one archival copy of the
Software’s computer program, provided that the copy shall include Licensor’s copyright and
any other proprietary notices. The Software delivered by Licensor to Licensee and the
archival copy shall be stored at Licensee’s principal business office. If you purchased a site
license of the Software, licensee may install one or more additional copies of the Software as
specified in the license corresponding to the specified sales order. Except for the limited
reproduction rights set forth in this paragraph, Licensee shall have no other right to copy, in
whole or in part, the Software. Any copy of the Software made by Licensee is the exclusive
property of Licensor.

(2f) Modifications.
Licensee agrees that only Licensor shall have the right to alter, maintain, enhance or
otherwise modify the Software.

(2g) Protection of Software.
Licensee agrees that it will take action by instruction, written agreement, or otherwise as
appropriate with any person permitted access to the Software to enable Licensee to comply
with its obligations hereunder. Licensee shall maintain records of the number and location of
all copies of Software. Licensee shall not provide, permit access to or use of, or otherwise
make available any Software in any form without Licensor’s prior written agreement, except
to Licensee’s employees for purposes specifically authorized by this Agreement. Licensee
understands and agrees that the source code for the Software is a valuable copyright and
contains valuable trade secrets of Licensor. Licensee agrees not to discover or attempt to
discover, or assist or permit any Person to discover or attempt to discover, by any means
whatsoever the source code of the Software.

(2h) Licensor’s Audit Rights.
Licensor shall possess the right to audit Licensee’s use of the Software to determine
compliance with this Agreement (hereinafter referred to as “Licensor’s Audit Rights”).
Licensor’s Audit Rights shall be exercised in accordance with the following paragraphs:
(i) Notice of Audit. Licensor shall provide Licensee with at least five (5) calendar days advance
written notice of its intent to exercise the Licensor’s Audit Rights.
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(ii) Conduct of Audit. The audit conducted by Licensor shall consist of a physical review of the
computer hardware, software, and middleware operated by Licensee at its principal business
office and any other office for which Licensor, in its sole and arbitrary discretion, deems an
audit appropriate. Licensee shall provide Licensor with unrestricted access to its computer
hardware, software, and middleware in connection with any audit conducted by Licensor.
(iii) Costs of Audit. If Licensor’s audit uncovers a violation of this Agreement by Licensee,
Licensee shall pay all costs and expenses incurred by Licensor in exercising the Licensor
Audit Rights, including, without limitation, all attorneys’ fees and agent fees incurred by
Licensor. If Licensor concludes that no violation of this License Agreement has occurred,
Licensor shall bear all costs and expenses incurred in exercising the Licensor Audit Rights. If
Licensee obstructs, restricts, or otherwise prevents Licensor from conducting a full and
unrestricted audit, Licensee shall bear all costs and expenses, including attorneys’ fees,
incurred by Licensor in enforcing this Section 2h before any court or judicial tribunal.
(iv) Frequency of Audits. Licensor’s Audit Rights shall be exercised no more than two (2) times
in any one calendar year.
(2i) Validity of Intellectual Property Rights.
In any action, dispute, controversy, or lawsuit arising out of or related to this Agreement,
Licensee shall not contest the validity of Licensor’s Intellectual Property Rights related to the
Software. Licensee hereby agrees that it has had an opportunity to investigate the validity of
Licensor’s Intellectual Property Rights, and acknowledges that Licensor’s Intellectual Property
Rights related to the Software are valid and enforceable.
(2j) Material Terms and Conditions.
Licensee specifically agrees that each of the terms and conditions of this Section 2 are
material and that failure of Licensee to comply with these terms and conditions shall
constitute sufficient cause for Licensor to terminate this Agreement and the license granted
hereunder immediately and without an opportunity to cure. This subsection 2(j) shall not be
construed to preclude, or in any way effect, a finding of materiality with respect to any other
provision of this Agreement.

3. LICENSE FEE
The applicable licensee fees will be set forth in the quote issued to Licensee by Licensor or
otherwise established in the applicable purchase order or other ordering documents
memorializing your license acquisition.

4. OWNERSHIP
(4a) Title.
Licensee understands and agrees that Licensor owns all Intellectual Property Rights related
to the Software, including custom modifications to the Software, whether made by Licensor
or any third party. Licensee agrees that this Agreement effects a license, not a sale, of the
Software and that the first sale doctrine, as codified in 17 U.S.C. § 109, does not apply to the
transaction effected by this Agreement.

(4b) Transfers.
Under no circumstances shall Licensee sell, license, sublicense, publish, display, distribute,
assign, or otherwise transfer (hereinafter referred to collectively as a “Transfer”) to a third
party the Software or any copy thereof, in whole or in part, without Licensor’s prior written
consent. Any Transfer effected in violation of this Section 4b shall be void ab initio and of no
force or effect.

vi
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5. MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT
Licensor may provide you with support services related to the Software called Product
Support Plan (“PSP”) services. Use of PSP is governed by the policies and programs
described in the PSP literature or other material from Licensor’s Product Support
Department (hereinafter referred to as the “PSP Policies”) that may be updated by Licensor
from time to time. If you select and pay for PSP, the PSP Policies shall be specifically
incorporated into this Agreement by this reference. Licensee acknowledges that Licensor may
use any technical information provided by Licensee in the course of receiving PSP services
for Licensor’s business purposes, including for product support and development. Licensor
will not utilize such technical information in a manner that identifies Licensee.

6. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
Licensee agrees that the Software contains proprietary information, including trade secrets,
know-how and confidential information (hereinafter referred to collectively as the
“Confidential Information”), that is the exclusive property of Licensor. During the period this
Agreement is in effect and at all times after its termination, Licensee and its employees and
agents shall maintain the confidentiality of the Confidential Information and shall not sell,
license, publish, display, distribute, disclose or otherwise make available the Confidential
Information to any Person nor use the Confidential Information except as authorized by this
Agreement. Licensee shall not disclose the Confidential Information concerning the Software,
including any flow charts, logic diagrams, user manuals and screens, to persons not an
employee of Licensee without the prior written consent of Licensor.

7. LIMITED WARRANTIES
(7a) Licensor warrants that the Software will perform substantially in accordance with its
documentation for a period of 365 days from the date of shipment of the Software;
provided, however, that the foregoing warranty only applies if:
(i) Licensee makes Licensor aware of any defect with the Software within seven (7) days after
the occurrence of the defect;
(ii) Licensee has paid all amounts due under this Agreement; and
(iii) Licensee has not breached any provision of this Agreement.
The foregoing warranty does not apply in the event that:
(i) the Software and documentation have been subject to misuse, neglect, alteration,
modification, customization, improper installation, and/or unauthorized repair;
(ii) the Software or any associated software or equipment have not been properly maintained
in accordance with applicable specifications and industry standards or have been maintained
in unsuitable environmental conditions; or
(iii) Licensee has used the Software in conjunction with other equipment, hardware,
software, or other technology that created an adverse impact on the operation, functioning,
or performance of the Software.
(7b) EXCEPT AS SET FORTH IN THIS SECTION 7 AND TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
APPLICABLE LAW, ALL EXPRESS AND/OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF
MERCHANTABILITY, MERCHANTABILITY OF A COMPUTER PROGRAM, INFORMATIONAL
CONTENT, SYSTEM INTEGRATION, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NONINFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED AND EXCLUDED BY LICENSOR.
(7c) The remedies set forth in this Section 7 are the exclusive remedies available to
Licensee for any problem in the performance of the Software.
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8. LIMITATIONS ON LIABILITY
(8a) Limitations and Exclusions.
IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR OTHER SPECIAL DAMAGES, LOST PROFITS,
OR LOSS OF INFORMATION SUFFERED BY LICENSEE ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO
THIS AGREEMENT OR THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE, FOR ALL CAUSES OF ACTION OF ANY
KIND (INCLUDING TORT, CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, BREACH OF
WARRANTY OR CONDITION, AND STATUTORY) EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THE PRECEDING EXCLUSION AND DISCLAIMER OF
DAMAGES SHALL APPLY TO ALL CLAIMS MADE BY LICENSEE RELATED TO OR ARISING
OUT OF LICENSEE’s USE OF THE SOFTWARE, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, CLAIMS
ALLEGING THAT THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY COMPONENT THEREOF, FAILED OF ITS
ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OR FAILED IN SOME OTHER RESPECT.

(8b) Acknowledgment.
Licensee agrees that the limitations of liability and disclaimers of warranty set forth in this
Agreement will apply regardless of whether Licensor has tendered delivery of the Software
or Licensee has accepted the Software. Licensee acknowledges that Licensor has set its
prices and entered into this Agreement in reliance on the disclaimers of warranty and the
limitations and exclusions of liability set forth in this Agreement and that the same form an
essential basis of the bargain between the Parties.

9. TERM AND TERMINATION
(9a) Term.
This Agreement shall commence on the Effective Date and shall continue in existence until it
is terminated in accordance with Section 9b below.

(9b) Termination.
Licensor may terminate this Agreement and the license conveyed hereunder in the event that
Licensee breaches any provision, term, condition, or limitation set forth in this Agreement,
including but not limited to the license restrictions set forth in Section 2d of this Agreement.

(9c) Effect of Termination.
Within ten (10) days after termination of this Agreement and the license granted hereunder,
Licensee shall return to Licensor, at Licensee’s expense, the Software and all copies thereof,
and deliver to Licensor a certification, in writing signed by an officer of Licensee, that all
copies of the Software have been returned to Licensor and that Licensee has discontinued its
use of the Software.

10. ASSIGNMENT
Licensee shall not assign or otherwise transfer the Software or this Agreement to anyone,
including any parent, subsidiaries, affiliated entities or third Parties, or as part of the sale of
any portion of its business, or pursuant to any merger, consolidation or reorganization,
without Licensor’s prior written consent. Any assignment or transfer effected in violation of
this Section 10 shall be void ab initio and of no force or effect.

viii
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11. FORCE MAJEURE
Neither party shall be in default or otherwise liable for any delay in or failure of its
performance under this Agreement if such delay or failure arises by any reason beyond its
reasonable control, including any act of God, any acts of the common enemy, the elements,
earthquakes, floods, fires, epidemics, riots, failures or delay in transportation or
communications; provided, however, that lack of funds shall not be deemed to be a reason
beyond a party’s reasonable control. The Parties will promptly inform and consult with each
other as to any of the above causes that in their judgment may or could be the cause of a
delay in the performance of this Agreement.

12. NOTICES
All notices under this Agreement are to be delivered by depositing the notice in the mail,
using registered mail, return receipt requested, to the party’s last known principal business
address or to any other address as the party may designate by providing notice. The notice
shall be deemed delivered four (4) days after the notice’s deposit in the mail, if such notice
has been sent by registered mail.

13. CHOICE OF LAW
This Agreement (including all Exhibits), including its formation, execution, interpretation, and
performance, and the rights and obligations of the Parties hereunder, shall be governed by
and construed in accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, without
regard to any conflicts of law (or choice of law) principles thereof.

14. CONSENT TO JURISDICTION
In the event that either party initiates litigation relating to or arising out of this Agreement,
Licensor and Licensee irrevocably submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the state or federal
court in or for Philadelphia, Pennsylvania for the purposes of any suit, action or other
proceeding relating to arising out of this Agreement or any transaction contemplated hereby
or thereby (“Legal Proceedings”). Licensee further agree that service of any process,
summons, notice, or document by U.S. registered mail to such Party’s respective address
shall be effective service of process for any Legal Proceeding. Licensor and Licensee
irrevocably and unconditionally waive any objection to personal jurisdiction and/or the laying
of venue of any Legal Proceeding in the state or federal court in or for Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, and hereby further irrevocably and unconditionally agree not to plead, argue,
or claim in any such court that any Legal Proceeding brought in any such court has been
brought in an inconvenient forum and otherwise waive any and all objections to the forum.

15. EXPORT CONTROLS
Licensee shall not export or reexport, directly or indirectly, the Software without complying
with the export controls imposed by the United States Export Administration Act of 1979, as
amended (or any future U.S. export control legislation) and the regulations promulgated
thereunder.
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16. GOVERNMENT END USERS
If Licensee is acquiring the Software for or on behalf of a subdivision of the U.S. federal
government, this Section 16 shall apply. The Software was developed completely at private
expense, is existing computer software, is a trade secret for all purposes of the Freedom of
Information Act, is “restricted computer software” and in all respects proprietary data
belonging solely to Licensor, and all rights are reserved under the copyright laws of the
United States. Use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restricted rights
as set forth in subparagraphs (a) through (d) of the Commercial Computer Software
Restricted Rights clause at FAR 52.227-19, or for DoD units, the restrictions as set forth in
subparagraph (c)(1)(ii) of the Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software clause at
DFARS 252.227-7013.

17. TRADEMARKS
Licensee agrees that SKF Surveyor, Surveyor DX, Surveyor EXP, Surveyor NetEP, Baker
AWA-IV, Baker DX, EXP4000, NetEP, MTA or any other software within SKF’s condition
monitoring product line and the trade dress, logos and other designations of source used by
Licensor to identify the Software are trademarks or registered trademarks of Licensor.
Licensee shall not use Licensor’s trademarks or service marks without the prior written
consent of Licensor. If the Software contains any active links to web sites, you agree to
maintain such active links and not redirect or modify them.

18. GENERAL PROVISIONS
(18a) Complete Agreement.
The Parties agree that this Agreement is the complete and exclusive statement of the
agreement between the Parties, which supersedes and merges all prior proposals,
understandings and all other agreements, oral or written, between the Parties relating to the
use of the Software.

(18b) Amendment.
This Agreement may not be modified, altered or amended except by written instrument duly
executed by both Parties. Any purchase orders or other ordering documents issued to
Licensee by Licensor shall not have the effect of amending or modifying this Agreement, and
shall only serve to memorialize the number of licenses or products ordered by Licensee. In
the event of a conflict between the PSP Policies and this Agreement, the terms of this
Agreement shall control.

(18c) Waiver.
The waiver or failure of either party to exercise in any respect any right provided for in this
Agreement shall not be deemed a waiver of any further right under this Agreement.

(18d) Severability.
If any provision of this Agreement is invalid, illegal or unenforceable under any applicable
statute or rule of law, it is to that extent to be deemed omitted. The remainder of the
Agreement shall be valid and enforceable to the maximum extent possible.

(18e) Read and Understood.
Each party acknowledges that it has read and understands this Agreement and agrees to be
bound by its terms.
x
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(18f) Limitations Period.
No action arising under, or related to, this Agreement, may be brought by either party against
the other more than two (2) years after the cause of action accrues, unless the cause of
action involves death or personal injury.

(18g) Attorneys’ Fees.
In the event any litigation is brought by either party in connection with this Agreement, the
prevailing party in such litigation will be entitled to recover from the other party all the costs,
reasonable attorneys’ fees, and other expenses incurred by such prevailing party in the
litigation.

(18h) Authorized Representative.
The person installing or using the Software on behalf of Licensee represents and warrants
that he or she is legally authorized to bind Licensee and commit Licensee to the terms of this
Agreement.

(18i) Injunctive Relief.
Licensee agrees that Licensor may suffer irreparable harm as a result of a violation of
Sections 2, 4, 6, 10, 15, and 17 of this Agreement and that monetary damages in such event
would be substantial and inadequate to compensate Licensor. Consequently, Licensor shall
be entitled to seek and obtain, in addition to such other monetary relief as may be
recoverable at law or in equity, such injunctive other equitable relief as may be necessary to
restrain any threatened, continuing, or further breach by Licensee without showing or
proving actual damages sustained by Licensor and without posting a bond.
® SKF and @ptitude are registered trademarks of the SKF Group.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Technical assistance / authorized service centers
See our website at www.skf.com/cm/tsg for technical assistance / authorized service center
information.
Service department phone number: 1(858) 496-3627.
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About this manual

Overview of the installation and commissioning process
1) Ensure that SQL Server installed.
2) Physically install and properly wire NetEP device to motor control center (MCC), or
other intermediary connection and routing service center between NetEP and
motors. (See “Installing the NetEP.”)
3) Ensure current client software is installed on the NetEP device.
4) Configure connection to the database and commission new motors. (See “NetEP
software setup.)
5) Install and run the filtering software on a workstation connected to the NetEP
network. (See “Filtering software setup.”)
6) Set up Window Task Scheduler. (See “Filtering software setup.”)

SQL server notes
A database system must be available for use by a NetEP device before it can become
operational. MS SQL Server is supported (free SQL Server Express product or a full-featured
commercial version).
You will generally need to set up one or more user accounts that will be used to access the
database.

NOTICE
During the initial commissioning process, at least one user account must
have full system administrator permissions for creating tables and such.
After the NetEP device is set up and configured to use the proper database, account users
without system administrator permissions can be used, but they will still need full data read
and write permissions.

About this manual

Manual conventions
This manual uses the following conventions in formatting, and informational devices to help
you more clearly identify specific elements and information.

Formatting
Interface items are set in Initial Caps and Bold.
Page or window names are set in italics.
File names are set in courier font.

Information devices
Information requiring special attention is set in the following format and structure:

NOTE
Indicates additional information about the related topic that deserves closer
attention or provides a tip for using the product.

NOTICE
Indicates information about product usage that can result in difficulty using
product, a loss of data, or minor equipment damage if not heeded.

CAUTION

Indicates a hazardous situation with potential for minor to moderate injury
or property damage, or moderate to severe damage to the product.
WARNING
Indicates a hazardous situation with risk of serious bodily injury or
death.

2
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General safety precautions
The general safety information presented here is for operating and service personnel.

NOTICE
If the equipment is used in any manner not specified by SKF the safety
protection provided by the equipment may be impaired.

Symbols and labels used on equipment
Symbol/Label

Description
Earth (ground) terminal.

Warning about hazardous voltage and risk of
severe electrical shock or death. Located beside
each red test lead on front panel of instrument.

Danger notice and label warns of the hazards
associated while working with high voltages.
Care must be taken to avoid risk of injury or
death.

Figure 1. NetEP safety labels.

Safety and general operating information

Additional safety alerts
WARNING
The NetEP must not be exposed to water or moisture, even with the
cabinet securely closed. This instrument is not water resistant with its
door either open or closed. Do not allow the instrument to be exposed
to water, especially if the cabinet is open. Any water that comes in
contact with electronics inside the instrument can harm or destroy the
device, and can also result in serious injury and/or death to people
working in or around the instrument.

CAUTION

This product conforms to UL/CSA 61010-1 up to a maximum voltage of
600VAC at 50/60Hz with a main line voltage of 100–240VAC with a current
draw of less than 2A.
This product conforms to IEC/EN 61010-1 up to a maximum voltage of
1000VAC at 50/60Hz with a main line voltage of 100–240VAC with a
current draw of less than 2A.
Wherein this manual refers to the maximum input voltage, this maximum is
determined by the applicable standards for the environment where the unit
is being installed as allowed by the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) as
either 600V or 1000V.
Under no circumstances should the voltage sensing circuit be connected to
higher voltage levels. This will cause severe damage to the instrument.

Operational safety warnings
Any installer or operator of this equipment must adhere to the following safety precautions:
•

Comply with all of your organization’s mandated safety practices at all times.

•

Ensure that the physical setup of the NetEP unit does not interfere with site (or
facility) power current or adversely impact any site operations.

To avert or avoid dangerous shock hazards:
1) Use all mandated safety equipment required of your organization for performing
installations of electrical equipment, including eye protection, high voltage gloves,
arc-flash rated masks, hoods and any required PPC (personal protective clothing).
2) Ensure that the site organization’s appropriate lockout /tag-out procedures are
properly understood and implemented by all personnel involved in this installation.

4
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3) Ensure each rotating system to be monitored IS POWERED DOWN (OFF) and
inoperable before installation of this instrument begins. Each and every connection
at the motor control center (MCC) must be connected ONLY when the rotating
system is powered down/off and inoperable.
4) Ensure that phase connections are made such that they prevent phase-to-phase or
phase-to-ground shorting.
5) Install an external disconnect switch for AC power to the NetEP (this is required).
This disconnect switch should be within three feet of the NetEP’s permanent
mounting position. This is necessary because there is no internal fusing or
disconnect for AC power with the NetEP.

Environmental conditions
1) The NetEP is designed strictly for indoor use. Testing of this unit has been
completed for use up to 2000 meters of altitude.
2) This monitoring device operates in temperatures ranging from 32–120 degrees
Fahrenheit (0°–48° C).
3) Installation for this instrument is an IEC Category III in a Pollution Degree II
environment (refer to IEC 61010-1 3.6.6.2).
4) This instrument is NOT waterproof or sealed against water entry with the cabinet
door open OR closed.
5) This system NOT approved for use in explosive environments. Do not use or install
this instrument in explosive environments. This instrument is NOT approved for use
in any flammable or hazardous environments.

Pollution degree II
This device adheres to Pollution Degree II specifications sourced from IEC 61010-1 3.6.6.2.
Only non-conductive pollution occurs with this instrument. However, temporary conductivity
caused by condensation can be expected.

Positioning equipment
Maintain a clearance of 36 inches in front of the NetEP to allow for opening the door for
installation/removal of internal components, and for maintenance and connections. All
connections to the NetEP are through the bottom of the cabinet, so it must be mounted with
at least 36 inches of vertical free/clear space below the unit. The NetEP does not require any
additional air to keep the unit cool, so airflow at the mounting location is not of concern.
Do not position equipment in such a way that it is difficult to operate the power disconnection
device(s).

Cleaning and decontamination
Keep the NetEP clean and in a dry environment. To clean the unit, power it down (off) and
de-energize all voltage bus connections, including the AC power to the unit. Wipe with a
clean, water-dampened cloth. Do not submerge in water or other cleaners or solvents. Use
a soft cotton cloth dampened with water to clean the computer screen and gently wipe the
surface. Products designed specifically to clean LCD screens or monitors may be used as
well.
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Unpacking the unit
Carefully remove the following items from the shipping boxes:
•

NetEP Device

•

CTs

•

Installation Manual (includes software license documentation)

•

Termination operating tools (2EA)

•

Installation and calibration checklist

6
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The NetEP requires a suitable location to permanently mount the instrument’s cabinet. The
location must allow safe installation of voltage and current lines to the unit in accordance with
applicable electrical codes.
The location must be readily accessible to 100 –240 V AC power, and an Ethernet Local Area
Network (LAN) connection. It should be mounted on a vertical surface approximately 36
inches above the floor (36 inches from the bottom of the cabinet). The surface to which the
cabinet will be mounted should be more than capable of permanently supporting a
40-pound, 20-inch by 30-inch cabinet without obstructing or being obstructed by other
equipment.
The location must also be within 1000 feet of the current transformers (CTs) to be used to
monitor motor currents. To facilitate wiring of the CTs and voltage connections, there must
be a minimum 36-inch clearance in front of the NetEP cabinet. One foot (12 inches) of
clearance is needed on each side of the cabinet to adequately route cables. The ambient
temperature of the location should be between 32–120 degrees Fahrenheit (0–49 degrees
Celsius). Vibration should be minimal.
There should also be enough space available to mount the voltage bus disconnect in close
proximity to the unit.

Figure 2. Rear view illustration of mounting holes for the Net EP. Dimensions in inchdes.

Installing the NetEP

Voltage bus and disconnection requirements
AC power is wired through the bottom of the NetEP cabinet, and must be wired using
established or mandated electrical codes.

NOTICE
A breaker or disconnect outside the NetEP cabinet is required to safely
remove the NetEP from its power source; the NetEP itself has no fuses or
breakers inside the cabinet for the AC power circuit/supply.
The NetEP has a universal input power system, and should be supplied with a 100–240-volt
source, and at 50/60 Hz with ground. The unit draws less than two amps. The connections
should be made at the input supply filter as seen in the example below.

Figure 3. NetEP 100–240V power supply connection (AC power supply input filter).

NOTICE
There are no user-serviceable parts inside the unit.

8
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Interior overview
The figure below shows the interior of the NetEP. Note the gray cable routing channel used
for the current transformer (CT) cables along the right side of the unit. Voltage bus cables
are routed along the left side of the cabinet.

NOTICE
It is important to route the voltage bus leads as far from the printed circuit
boards as possible to minimize any potential EMI disturbances.
Voltage bus cables can enter from the bottom of the unit or through the conduit knockouts
on the left side of the unit. Appropriately sized and rated compression connectors should be
used to pass the cables through the provided knockouts.

Figure 4. NetEP cabinet interior.

WARNING
In most cases, AC power and the measurement voltage buses to the
NetEP should be disconnected before the cabinet door is opened. Even
with the AC power disconnected, dangerous voltage may exist on the
NetEP voltage input cards that can cause serious injury or death.
The circuit boards inside the NetEP are sensitive to static electricity,
and may contain live voltage heat sinks. Do not touch any component
except the connectors for the CT and voltage bus connections. In
addition to potential circuit damage, electric shock and severe injury or
death may occur if these components are touched.
PUB CM/I4 71-051 EN V5 Online Motor Analysis System—NetEP Installation Manual
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NetEP internal components

Figure 5. NetEP internal components.

The basic internal components of the NetEP are listed below, correlating to the labeled
diagram.
1) DC Power supply
2) Computer
3) Digital-to-analog converter (USB controller card and acquisition card)
4) CT MUX cards
5) Voltage bus input cards
6) AC power supply input filter
7) Backplane board
8) CT cable routing box
9) CT connection terminal blocks
10
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Voltage bus ratings
The following two sections describe procedures for making voltage bus connections to
systems with motor output voltages that are either less than or greater than the maximum
rated voltage. This maximum is determined by the applicable standards for the environment
where the unit is being installed as allowed by the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) as
either 600V or 1000V.

NOTICE
This product conforms to UL/CSA 61010-1 up to a maximum voltage of
600VAC at 50/60Hz with a main line voltage of 100–240VAC with a current
draw of less than 2A.
This product conforms to IEC/EN 61010-1 up to a maximum voltage of
1000VAC at 50/60Hz with a main line voltage of 100–240VAC with a
current draw of less than 2A.

Voltage bus connections—less than maximum rate voltage
Each voltage bus to be monitored must be connected to the NetEP’s three-phase voltage bus
input cards. The graphic below illustrates voltage bus connections for systems with motor
output voltages that are less than the maximum rated voltage.
The graphic also shows the voltage routed through a disconnect switch installed within the
system.
CAUTION

A voltage disconnect switch must be installed within the prescribed industry
standard distance of the NetEP; in-line between the unit and the voltage
source. You should also consider installing a breaker or fuse to guard
against inadavertent shorts
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Figure 6. Voltage bus and CT connections for systems < maximum rated voltage.

Additionally, the graphic illustrates where CTs are typically attached to (clamped around) the
motor leads. These connections are also commonly run through a disconnect box.

NOTE
Potential transformers (PTs) are optional in this type of system. If PTs are used, CTs
may be connected directly to motor leads as shown above, or they can be
connected to secondaries as illustrated in the next section.
Make sure the Phase A, Phase B, and Phase C phasing is correct and maintained between
the voltage bus and the voltage bus input cards in the NetEP.
If connected directly to a three-phase bus, make the following connections:
•

The voltage bus input card phase A to voltage bus phase A

•

The voltage bus input card phase B to voltage bus phase B

•

The voltage bus input card phase C to voltage bus phase C

•

The voltage bus input card N = voltage bus ground

12
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Voltage bus connections—greater than maximum rated voltage
As noted above, each voltage bus to be monitored must be connected to the NetEP’s threephase voltage bus input cards. The graphic below illustrates voltage bus connections for
systems with voltages greater than the maximum rate voltage. In this case, secondary output
voltages from user-installed potential transformers (PTs) are acceptable as long as output
voltages are less than the maximum rated voltage.
The graphic also shows the voltage routed to protection within the MCC and through a
disconnect switch installed between the MCC and the NetEP.
CAUTION

A voltage disconnect switch must be installed within the prescribed industry
standard distance of the NetEP; in-line between the unit and the voltage
source. You should also consider installing a breaker or fuse to guard
against inadavertent shorts.

Figure 7. Voltage bus and CT connections for systems > maximum rated voltage.

Make sure the Phase A, Phase B, and Phase C phasing is correct and maintained between the
voltage bus and the voltage bus input cards in the NetEP.
Confirm that the potential transformer (PT) input connection is properly phased and the PT
output connection is properly connected to the voltage bus input card as stated below.
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Primary connections
•

Voltage bus phase A to A1

•

Voltage bus phase B to B1

•

Voltage bus phase C to C1

Secondary connections
•

The voltage bus input card phase A to A2

•

The voltage bus input card phase B to B2

•

The voltage bus input card phase C to C2

•

The voltage bus input card N = no connection

NOTICE
The secondary ground requires an appropriate station ground somewhere
near the PT itself. Do not tie the secondary ground to the NetEP ground
or neutral. The secondary ground will not be the same potential as station
ground. If a ground connection is made, a ground loop will be formed and
possibly a very high current will flow in the ground conductor.

14
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Physical connections to the NetEP voltage bus input cards
1) De-energize the voltage inputs at the voltage disconnect.
2) Turn off the NetEP by shutting down the computer and disconnecting input AC power
from the unit via the input disconnect.
3) Run the voltage conductors, appropriately rated, through the bottom of the unit or to
the left side of the unit where knockouts are provided. The knockouts provided are
7/8 (.875) inch diameter and are sized for a 1/2 (.5) inch trade size conduit fitting.
4) Run the voltage cables along the left wall of the box.
5) Select the next sequential voltage channel that is available for the bus and connect
the conductors to the terminal blocks on the voltage input cards using the provided
operating tool. Make sure all strands are captured inside the terminal block.
CAUTION

Confirm the voltage input wiring for each phase is completely captured by
its corresponding phase in the unit voltage connector; that is, no frayed wire
strands poke out.
The backplane board has printed and numbered labels that identify the NetEP voltage bus
connections as shown below.

Figure 8. Backplane board.
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If necessary, the voltage bus input card may be removed to make connections. Use a long
flat blade screwdriver to unscrew the voltage bus input card from the backplane board.
Gently remove the voltage bus input card from the backplane board connector.
When connecting directly to the voltage bus ( < maximum rate voltage), the voltage bus
ground should be connected to the N (neutral) terminal of the voltage bus input card.
Voltmeter measurements will be made from each leg’s input connector to neutral (N)
terminal—not to chassis ground.

Figure 9. Example of direct connection to VFD drive.

When connecting to PT secondaries, ensure that nothing is connected to the “N” neutral
terminal.

Figure 10. Properly installed voltage bus input leads
(PT secondaries configuration with no connection to the neutral (N) terminal.
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To replace the board, align and firmly press the connectors together, then tighten the screws
on the brackets.

Figure 11. Improperly installed voltage bus input leads—note the frayed strands.

CAUTION

Improper connection of voltage bus input leads could lead to equipment
damage and personal injury.
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Current Transformers (CTs) and their connection
Using the correct current transformer (CT) for each motor is important for acquisition of
precise data. The normal operating current of the motor should fall between 10 and 90
percent of the CT’s current rating. For example, SKF 200-amp CTs should be used for
motors with a normal operating current (per phase) of 20 –180 amps.
After installation of the voltage bus inputs as described above, install each supplied set of
three CTs for each motor being monitored. Be sure the appropriate CT rating is used for each
motor connector.
Install the supplied CTs either directly on the motor leads themselves or on the secondary
circuit of a user-installed meter/relay CT.

Installing CTs directly on motor leads
WARNING
Make sure all equipment and voltage disconnects are in the OFF
position prior to proceeding with this operation; dangerous voltages
may be present and pose a hazard than can cause serious injury or
death.

NOTE
If monitoring several motors, it may prove useful to pull several cables at the same
time, preferably in different colors).
If the supplied CTs will be installed directly on the motor leads, follow these instructions.
1) Place the CTs on the load-side of line protection devices (circuit breakers). Confirm
that the CTs all face the same direction.
2) CTs are connected to a burden resistor board as shown in the image below .

Figure 12. CT and burden resistor board.

3) Connect the twisted-pair CT cable (AWG 28-18 gauge with 1–2 twists per inch) to
the burden resistor board and route the CT cable to the NetEP.

18
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4) The image below shows CTs clamped around motor leads in the MCC and mounted
to a panel ready for wiring to CT cables.

Figure 13. CTs with burden resistor boards in shrink wrap; mounted and ready for wiring.

5) Ensure that the CT cable is long enough to connect to the NetEP unit.
6) Route the CT cables in a tray or conduit to the NetEP unit.
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7) Using the supplied cable strain reliefs, route the CT cable through the bottom panel
of the NetEP and along the right hand side of the box inside the cable routing
channel. Be sure to leave enough length on the CT cable to make connections to the
terminal blocks.
8) Cut to length, and connect each phase CT, wiring to the corresponding motor and
phase on the CT connection terminal block. Do so by carefully opening the
connector contact with the tool provided, and inserting the wire. Each connector has
the motor number printed on the board next to the connector.

Figure 14. CT connection block in NetEP.

In the example above, the silver leads are cable shield leads (A), connected to the uppermost
ground terminals (B). The white and black leads are live CT leads connected to the lower
terminals. Cable shield leads are not required in all installations.
CAUTION

Connect live CT leads only to the lower terminals. Never connect live CT
leads to the uppermost ground terminals. Connecting the live CT leads to
the ground terminals could cause equipment damage or personal injury.

20
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NOTE
Ensure the CTs are rated for the voltage of the circuit they will be monitoring.
Three CTs are required for current monitoring; two CTs are not enough.
CTs currently come in current ratings ranging from 5 to 2000 amps and are
available in either solid core or split core configurations. The range and type of CTs
available are subject to change based on customer needs and technology
advancements.
Contact SKF Customer Support for current information on CT options to ensure you
obtain the equipment best suited to your needs.
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Installing CTs on existing secondaries
If your installation requires or prefers connecting the NetEP CTs to the secondaries of existing
(customer installed) metering or protection CTs due to proximity of high voltage or CT
location, use the following instructions.
1) Pull a twisted-pair CT cable (AWG 28-18 gauge with 1–2 twists per inch) from the
NetEP box to the interior of the motor instrumentation and control panel.

NOTE
If monitoring several motors, it may prove useful to pull several cables at the same
time, preferably in different colors).
2) Route the CT cable inside the cabinet, ensuring adherence to appropriate or
mandated industrial codes and industry practices.
3) Strip the outer jacket of the CT cable back 6–12 inches and insert the twisted pairs
into the ends of the CT wiring as in the photo below. Use consistent color coding
when wiring CTs.
4) Install the CT around the secondary of the user-installed relay/meter CT cable. If
using a split core CT, make sure the CT is clamped shut. Confirm that the CTs all face
the same direction.
5) Wire up and attach the phase A, phase B, and the phase C pairs to CTs and clamp
them around the appropriate secondary circuit cables.
6) We recommend that you attach a label with the name of the motor or MCC at the
unit end of each cable as shown in the example.

Figure 15. CT installation example; labeled connections over shrink wrapped burden resistor boards.
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7) Using a cable strain relief, route the CT cable through the bottom panel of the NetEP
and along the right side of the box in the cable routing channel. Be sure to leave
enough cable length to connect to the CT connection terminal blocks.
8) Strip the outer jacket of the cable and split the blue, green and orange pairs apart.
Again, do not cut off the brown pair in case damage occurs to other pairs and the
brown pair is needed.
9) Choose a motor number to install the cable into, and then insert the CT twisted wires
into the middle row and lower rows on the three-deck CT connection terminal block.

NOTICE
Do not connect to a motor channel for which a license has not been
purchased; it will not function.
In the example below, the silver leads are cable shield leads (A), connected to the uppermost
ground terminals (B). The white and black leads are live CT leads connected to the lower
terminals. Cable shield leads are not required in all installations.
CAUTION

Connect live CT leads only to the lower terminals. Never connect live CT
leads to the uppermost ground terminals. Connecting the live CT leads to
the ground terminals could cause equipment damage or personal injury.
10) Wire motors starting with the lowest numbered channels available. Use the legend
on the backplane board to identify the motor number and the row to insert the cable.
Use the supplied CT connection terminal operating tool to manipulate the terminal
block connector. A normal flat blade screw driver will not work well.

Figure 16. CT terminations.
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11) Wire to phase A, phase B, and phase C using consistent color coding for all motors.
12) Note the motor number used for each specific set of CTs. The example table shown
below has proven useful when wiring up a NetEP cabinet.
13) Tape the blank spreadsheet provided to the outside of the cabinet and fill out the
sheet as motors are installed. Also record the voltage bus the motor is connected to.
Channel

Description

Voltage Bus

Calibration

Sequence

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10–32

Voltage

Description

Calibration

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

14) Repeat steps for connecting all CTs on remaining motors.
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The NetEP software setup process involves performing seven general steps in the following
order:
1) Specify the database in which the NetEP will store data.
2) Calibrate the voltage buses.
3) Map each voltage bus to a NetEP channel.
4) Calibrate the installed CTs.
5) Define the sequence of the CTs for proper phase.
6) Map the CTs to a motor.
7) Installing and configuring the filtering program.
The first six steps are addressed in this chapter. The last step is addressed in the “Filtering
software setup” chapter that follows.

WARNING
The voltage calibration process requires that the front door of the
NetEP be open. Follow all appropriate safety practices when working
with the door open. Hazardous live voltages are present and can
present a shock hazard that can result in injury or death.
In particular, exercise caution when taking voltage bus measurements.
Dangerous voltage levels may exist on the NetEP voltage input cards.
Additionally, circuit boards inside the NetEP cabinet are sensitive to
static electricity, and may contain live voltage heat sinks. Avoid contact
with any component other than those required to complete the process.

NOTE

Current versions of software are shipped with each new device. You can check for
and download updated versions at any time by visiting www.cmcbaker.com/
Downloads.aspx and selecting the product needed from the list provided.
A download key is not required to download current software updates for the NetEP
Device Client, Surveyor NetEP, or Surveyor Server software.

NetEP software setup

NetEP pre-setup checklist
Use the following checklists to ensure that your system is ready for proper setup. Having all
of these items in place and issues addressed will ensure a smooth setup process.

SQL Server related items
•

An SQL login with administrator rights on the SQL database will be required
during the setup process.

•

On the NetEP server (the SQL Server system), administrator privileges are required
to set up the filtering task in the Windows scheduler.

•

Ensure that the SQL Server to be used with the NetEP is installed and configured.
–– If possible, provide network connection outside the building or room containing
the NetEP for remote terminal capability.
–– Ensure the SQL port is open on the server firewall. This is port 1433 by default;
instructions are available if required.

•

If using SQL Server Express (10 GB maximum database), ensure there is no more
than one NetEP assigned to the database.

•

SQL Server Authentication is required for NetEP database connectivity.

•

If using a separate Windows account or domain for the NetEP service (this is a
custom Windows configuration), the service properties will need to be updated
manually to set the password after all (future) NetEP software updates. Each update
will reconfigure the service and cannot read or re-write any existing password.

•

When possible, to minimize disruptions to other applications, use a dedicated subnet
for the NetEP to SQL server network traffic and physical disk drive(s) for the NetEP
database that is not used by other databases or applications.

•

Allow TCP connections and remote users.

•

Ensure access can be gained through existing firewalls.

Minimum server hardware requirements
•

2 GHz Pentium, Core 2 Duo or equivalent

•

> 2GB RAM

•

>10GB free disc space for each NetEP connected

•

Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows Server 2003, 2010, 2012

•

10/100 LAN connection

•

Microsoft SQL Server or SQL Server Express

•

Static IP address

•

Uninterruptible power supply recommended

•

Dedicated LAN and hardware for NetEP use (not shared with multiple applications/
devices)
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General and IT related items
•

Display, keyboard, mouse available for (temporary) connection to NetEP for setup
and commissioning.

•

Motor voltage bus access, with external disconnect, must be provided at the NetEP.

•

CT signal levels: the output of the NetEP CTs is <10V and current <10mA.

Calibration related items
•

SQL database connectivity is recommended to do calibration.

•

During calibration, the displayed measurements will start out using the existing
calibration values. You can use a “Reset Calibration” button to change those to
default values or you can update the values by the normal calibration process..

•

It is difficult for all motors to be completed in the two or three days scheduled for
commissioning. Plan on at least 1 day for every 10 motors to be added.

•

SKF recommends purchasing the calibration kit for installations with more than 10
motors.

VFD setup issues
•

Motors should be running and under typical load, but with as little variation over
time as possible (for stability) to ensure accurate calibration.

NetEP pre-energization steps
Prior to energizing the NetEP device for the first time, the following items shall be completed.
1) SQL Server or SQL Server Express must be installed and configured on the
networked computer/server to be used to handle all data storage.
2) Network connectivity must have been established through a wired ethernet
connection to the NetEP and the server computer.
3) Establish a username and password with system administrator access rights. This is
required for the initial calibration and setup only to establish the initial database on
SQL Server.
4) SQL Server should be configured for remote access.
5) All IP addresses, ports, and such shall be available to configure the device client for
proper server communications. (Port 1433 should be open on the server to all
NetEP communications.)
6) Surveyor desktop software installed on a computer with network connectivity to SQL
Server.

NOTE
Optionally, the Surveyor desktop software may be installed on the NetEP device
itself for convenience (verifying operation after calibration).
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NetEP calibration procedure
1) Connect a keyboard, mouse, and monitor to the NetEP device.
2) Turn on the NetEP device.
3) Start the NetEP Calibration Wizard by clicking on the NetEP Calibration icon
installed on your desktop.
4) Depending on you operating system, alternative methods can be used to start the
device client. For example, some Windows systems use the process of clicking on
Start --> All Programs --> Device Client --> NetEP Calibration.
5) The Calibration Wizard starts with the page as shown below. Enter your name in the
Technician performing NetEP Calibration field then click on the Right Arrow
button.

Figure 17. Entering technician name in the setup wizard.

NOTE
The Settings link found near the bottom left of the window is used only under
special circumstances. Refer to the Appendix for more information.
6) A message dialog appears notifying you that the NetEP service will be stopped for
part of the calibration process. Click OK to continue.
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Specifying the database
1) The Database Connection Settings page is used to configure the SQL Server and
database in which the NetEP will store the data collected.

NOTE
The connection settings are used during the calibration process to create the
database and the named voltage buses and motors (if necessary). It will thereafter
be used by the background software in normal operation for storing data to the
database.

Figure 18. Configuring the database settings.

2) Enter the name of the SQL Server in the Server Instance Name field. Click on the
button to the right of the field to browse for SQL Servers installed on the local
network.
3) Enter the port to be used in the Port field. (Port 0 is dynamic, use this setting unless
you have specifically configured SQL Server to run on another port; port 1433 is the
port SQL Server uses by default).
4) Because The NetEP runs as a service, it cannot use windows authentication. The
mode shown in the Authentication Mode field (SQL Server Authentication) will
always be used. (This is an information only field).
5) Enter your username and password in the appropriate fields.

NOTICE
During the system commissioning process, the account that is configured
here should have system administrator (SA) privileges on the target server.
6) After a valid server has been selected, click on the button next to the Database field
to search for available databases.
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7) A dialog box appears like the one shown below, which you will use to select the
database to be used. Using this dialog, you can also create a new database. The
databases that are visible in this dialog may not represent all of the databases that
are present on the server, but only those databases that you have permission to
access.

Figure 19. Select Database dialog.

8) To create a new database, click on the database icon with the plus sign at the top of
the dialog as shown in the example above.

NOTICE
To create a database, you must be logged in to NetEP setup with an
account for a database administrator that includes one of the following
pre-defined SQL roles: sa, sysadmin, serveradmin, or setupadmin. Proper
permissions are required to create a new database.
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9) A small dialog box appears so you can provide a name for the new database. Enter
the name then click OK.

Figure 20. Dialog box used to define new database name.

10) The new database is created with the proper tables and keys automatically. The
database is then added to the selection dialog as shown in the example below.
11) Select the database that you want to use for this process then click on OK.

Figure 21. Selecting the database to use.

NOTE
More information on user management including roles and their abilities can be
found in the Net EP User Manual.
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12) You will return to the Database Connection Settings page as shown below.

Figure 22. Completed Database Connection Settings.

13) If you are satisfied with your selections, click on the Right Arrow button to continue.
14) If you need to make changes, you can do so in this page. Click on the Left Arrow
button only if you need to change the name of the technician performing the setup.
15) After you have completed your selections, click the Right Arrow button to continue.
The database connection will be validated along with the permissions on the SQL
account that will be used.
If all is well, the software will automatically and silently register the NetEP device into that
database (by its serial number) for later use by other NetEP software.

Calibrating without a database
If it is ever necessary to perform calibration without a database, you may leave the Server
Instance Name, Username, Password, and Database fields blank. When you click on the
right arrow to move to the next screen, you can verify that you want to perform calibration
without a database.
You may find this helpful if the database is unreachable during the time period that has been
scheduled for doing the calibration process. For example, if the database server happens to
be in scheduled maintenance shutdown or is undergoing some last-minute provisioning.
Another example might be that the network itself is not functioning and will not be fixed
during the calibration process.
At a later time, when the database is reachable, you can use the Calibration wizard to fill in
the correct information on this page, and then simply skip over the calibration steps that have
already been performed to get to the mapping steps skipped during the first run.
Similarly, you might want to perform the creating and mapping of voltage buses and motors
in the Surveyor desktop application instead of here. In that case, it will still be necessary for
the NetEP to have registered itself to the database before any such mappings can be
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performed, so you will need to enter the necessary information here at least once before
mappings can be performed in Surveyor.
The calibration data itself is stored within the NetEP hardware, so the database is not actually
required for that. However, you must ensure that you take thorough written notes during
calibration for what the voltage bus and motor mappings should be so that you can complete
them at a later time when the database is reachable.
If for any reason you choose to calibrate without a database, you will not have the opportunity
at this time to create named voltage buses and motors in the database. Nor will you be able
to map the input channels to those entities. The database connection settings will eventually
need to be set up correctly here so the NetEP can register itself to the database and to
perform its normal operation.
For these reasons, it is recommended that you calibrate with the database connected,
whenever possible.

Calibrating the voltage buses
WARNING
The voltage calibration operation requires you to work with the door of
the NetEP cabinet open. Follow all appropriate safety practices when
working with the NetEP door open. Hazardous live voltages are present
and can present a shock hazard that can result in injury or death.
Turn off AC input voltage and power to voltage buses and allow
sufficient time to discharge devices if you need to work inside the unit
for any other reason.
The instructions for calibrating the voltage buses differ slightly depending on whether you are
using direct connections to motor leads or open delta connections (secondary side of
potential transformers). For this reason, a separate section follows for each connection type.
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Voltage bus calibration for direct connections to the voltage bus
Using this page, you will define whether you have directly connected your voltage bus to the
NetEP (less than maximum rated voltage).
The following section addresses voltage bus calibration when connecting through
secondaries/PTs.
The beginning of the NetEP Installation Manual discusses in depth how to properly make
these connections.

Figure 23. Selecting the connection type.

1) Use the Connection Type dropdown menu to select your connection type.
2) For this process, click on “Directly Connected to Voltage Bus.”
3) The Skip this Bus button is used to jump from the current bus calibration process
(for example “1 of 7”) to the next one in sequence.
4) The Skip to CTs button is used to jump directly to the CT calibration process.

NOTE
Skipping bus or CT configuration steps typically occurs when not all buses are used,
or if you have intervals in your work process where you have some sort of break
between calibrating one bus/CT and another (for example, when the process occurs
over multiple days or shifts.)
5) After you define your connection type, click on the Right Arrow button to continue.
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6) The next page is used to calibrate the amplitudes of the voltage buses.
7) Open the NetEP cabinet door and locate the terminal block for the selected voltage
bus.
8) Use a digital voltmeter to measure the voltage between the phase A input on the
voltage bus input card and the neutral (N) terminal on the voltage bus input card.
(Follow the instructions provided in each page when taking your measurements.)
9) Enter the value in the Measured [V] field.
10) Click the Update button to update the calibration.

NOTE
After you enter the value you measure in the Measure (V) field and click Update,
the system uses your value to calibrate the bus and adjusts the value displayed in
the NetEP Measured (V) field accordingly.

Figure 24. Calibrating voltage bus amplitudes—direct connection to motor leads.
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NOTICE
Before you click on the Update button, the two values might not match. If
the values are off considerably, there could be a connection problem. Click
on the Reset Cal button to revert to a default gain setting. The resulting
value should be reasonably close. If it is still off by a large amount, double
check the instructions to ensure that you are measuring properly.
CAUTION

It is possible that there might be a bad connection between the voltage bus
and the NetEP, or the voltage bus input card might have been damaged or
is not fully seated. Do not try to correct any such connection problems at
this time because dangerous voltage is present. Rather, take a note of the
issue and continue. If problems arise later that suggest the measurements
are incorrect, it could be due to a common cause that needs further
investigation. Repairs should be completed only when power is removed to
the NetEP and the voltage bus input cards
11) After you click on the Update button, the NetEP measured value should match the
entered value (plus or minus small real-time variations).
12) Click the Right Arrow button to continue.
13) This page will appear three times during the process; once for each phase (A, B, and
C) for each voltage bus. Repeat the measure and update steps for phase B to
ground then phase C to ground calibration.
14) After you have completed the process for all three phases, click the Right Arrow
button to continue.
For direct connection, you measure and enter the line-to-ground voltages (for example, VAN),
so you will verify values for line-to-ground values displayed in the next page.

Figure 25. Example measurement taken for direct connection.
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You will want to verify that the line-to-ground values match what you know that voltage bus
to be from your measurements taken for line-to-ground. The line-to-ground values can be
useful for direct connections because they show you exactly what the NetEP is measuring.
The line-to-line values are calculated to provide you with a comparison of the standard
rating. The line-to-ground values displayed are derived from your measurements with
calibration adjustments applied.

Figure 26. Line-to-ground values are known measurements taken for direct connection.
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The next page is used to verify the amplitudes of the measured voltage.
15) Confirm that the values shown in this page are what you expect to see. If they are
not, go back to the previous page to recalibrate as needed.
16) If the voltage values are as expected, click on the Right Arrow button to proceed.
The values are automatically saved.

NOTE
Writing the calibration information can take a couple of minutes.

Figure 27. Verifying measured voltage amplitudes.
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17) In the next page, you need to map the input channel to a voltage bus in the database.
18) Select that voltage bus that you want to map to the input channel being calibrated so
that you can review the data later.

Figure 28. Assigning a bus to the calibration step.

19) Create new voltage buses if needed by right clicking on the database name at the top
of the dialog. A menu appears to help you in the process.
20) Select the voltage bus you want to assign to the input channel, then click on OK.
21) After this assignment is made, the wizard will start the calibration process over,
continuing on to the next bus. At that time, you can skip a bus calibration by clicking
on the Skip this Bus button, or move on the CT calibration by clicking the Skip to
CTs button.

Voltage bus mapping notes
If you are calibrating without a database, this step will be skipped.
If you want to defer the mapping of this newly-calibrated channel to a named voltage bus,
click the Cancel button and the mapping step will be skipped.
If the voltage bus is not represented and mapped in the database when calibrating CTs, you
will not be able to map motors to this voltage bus; you will need to defer mapping until proper
assignments have been completed.
Do not forget to map buses later (either by getting back to these same pages in the
Calibration wizard, or by using the Surveyor desktop application). The NetEP device will not
be able to perform its normal measurement operations until the voltage buses and motors
have been mapped.
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Voltage bus calibration for open delta connections (secondary side of PTs)
Using this page, you will begin the process for calibrating voltage buses connected through
secondaries/PTs (greater than maximum rated voltage).
Connecting directly to the voltage bus is covered in the preceding section.
The beginning of the NetEP Installation Manual discusses in depth how to properly make
these connections.

Figure 29. Selecting the connection type.

1) Use the Connection Type dropdown menu to select your connection type.
2) For this process, click on “Connected through Secondaries/PTs.”
3) The Skip this Bus button is used to jump from the current bus calibration process
(for example “1 of 7” to the next one in sequence).
4) The Skip to CTs button is used to jump directly to the CT calibration process.

NOTE
Skipping bus or CT configuration steps typically occurs when not all buses are used,
or if you have intervals in your work process where you have some sort of break
between calibrating one bus/CT and another (for example, when the process occurs
over multiple days or shifts.)
5) After you define your connection type, click on the Right Arrow button to continue.
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6) The next page is used to calibrate the amplitudes of the voltage buses.
7) Open the NetEP cabinet door and locate the terminal block for the selected voltage
bus.
8) Use a digital voltmeter to measure the voltage between channel A and channel B on
the voltage bus input card. (Follow the instructions provided in each page when
taking your measurements.)
9) Enter the value in the Measured [V] field.
10) Click the Update button to update the calibration then click on the Right Arrow
button.

NOTE
After you enter the value you measure in the Measure (V) field and click Update,
the system uses your value to calibrate the bus and adjusts the value displayed in
the NetEP Measured (V) field accordingly.

Figure 30. Calibrating voltage bus amplitudes—connection via PTs/secondaries.
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NOTICE
Before you click on the Update button, the two values might not match. If
the values are off considerably, there could be a connection problem. Click
on the Reset Cal button to revert to a default gain setting. The resulting
value should be reasonably close. If it is still off by a large amount, double
check the instructions to ensure that you are measuring properly.

CAUTION

It is possible that there might be a bad connection between the voltage bus
and the NetEP, or the voltage bus input card might have been damaged or
is not fully seated. Do not try to correct any such connection problems at
this time because dangerous voltage is present. Rather, take a note of the
issue and continue. If problems arise later that suggest the measurements
are incorrect, it could be due to a common cause that needs further
investigation. Repairs should be completed only when power is removed to
the NetEP and the voltage bus input cards
11) After you click on the Update button, the NetEP measured value should match the
entered value (plus or minus small real-time variations).
12) Click the Right Arrow button to continue.
13) This page will appear three times during the process; once for each measurement
needed (A to B, B to C, and C to A) for each voltage bus. Repeat the measure and
update steps for each channel pairing.
14) After you have completed the process for all three phases, click the Right Arrow
button to continue.
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15) Enter the sensor ratios associated with your specific secondaries. Note that the
numerator value cannot be zero.
This value represents the step-down ratio of the transformer. For example, on a 4160 V bus,
you might be measuring voltages between the NetEP voltage bus input card inputs as around
833 volts each, which is approximately 1 volt higher than nominal. In this case, you would
enter the step down as a ratio of 75 (motor side) to 15 (NetEP side). Then when you get to
the final page, you would see values for L-L at approximately 4167 volts, and values for L-G
at approximately 2406 volts.
The verification page will apply the ratio, inverted, to show what the NetEP sees as the
voltage at the motor.

Figure 31. Entering sensor ratios for secondaries.

16) Click on the Right Arrow button to continue.
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Typically, voltage bus rating refers to the line-to-line (L–L) measurement values (for example,
from Va to Vb = Vab). This is the case when your connection type is Open Delta (connecting
to PT secondaries). In this case, you measure and enter the line-to-line voltage (for example,
Vab), so you will verify the line-to-line values displayed.

Figure 32. Example measurement taken for connection to secondaries/PTs.

When connecting to PT secondaries, the NetEP software derives the line-to-ground values
from the applied calibration data.

Figure 33. Line-to-line values are known measurements taken for connection to secondaries/PTs.
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The next page is used to verify the amplitudes of the measured voltage.
17) Confirm that the values shown in this page are what you expect to see. If they are
not, go back to the previous page to recalibrate as needed.
18) If the voltage values are as expected, click on the Right Arrow button to proceed.
The values are automatically saved.

NOTE
Writing the calibration can take a couple of minutes.

Figure 34. Verifying measured voltage amplitudes.
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19) In the next page, you need to map the input channel to a voltage bus in the
database.
20) Select that voltage bus that you want to map to the input channel being calibrated so
that you can review the data later.

Figure 35. Assigning a bus to the calibration step.

21) Create new voltage buses if needed by right clicking on the database name at the top
of the dialog. A menu appears to help you in the process.
22) Select the voltage bus you want to assign to the input channel, then click on OK.
23) After this assignment is made, the wizard will start the calibration process over,
continuing on to the next bus. At that time, you can skip a bus calibration by clicking
on the Skip this Bus button, or move on the CT calibration by clicking the Skip to
CTs button.

Voltage bus mapping notes
If you are calibrating without a database, this step will be skipped.
If you want to defer the mapping of this newly-calibrated channel to a named voltage bus,
click the Cancel button and the mapping step will be skipped.
If the voltage bus is not represented and mapped in the database when calibrating CTs, you
will not be able to map motors to this voltage bus; you will need to defer mapping until
proper assignments have been completed.
Do not forget to map buses later (either by getting back to these same pages in the
Calibration wizard, or by using the Surveyor desktop application). The NetEP device will not
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be able to perform its normal measurement operations until the voltage buses and motors
have been mapped.

Calibrating CT channels
1) The next step in configuring a NetEP is calibrating the CTs. The motor to be
calibrated should be running so the CTs are excited and producing a voltage
measured by the NetEP. If the Calibration Wizard is not running, start it now and
click on Skip to CTs to get to this process.

NOTE
The CT calibration process applies to both connection types—direct and open delta.
2) Select proper range switch on the Cal CT for the current level being measured.
CAUTION

Be sure to select the proper range switch before you attach the Cal CTs to
the conductors. Otherwise, you might send excessive voltage to the CT
input on the NetEP, which could damage it.

Figure 36. Cal CT.

NOTE
During calibration, if you seem to be getting signals that are too strong or too weak
for some of the current channels, it might be because you have accidentally
bumped a switch like the one shown here, moving it to a different position.
Depending on the Cal CT model used, the protective gloves worn, and other factors
this sort of accident can occur—possibly multiple times—when moving the Cal CTs
to measure different motors. For these reasons, check the switch setting both
before and after placing the Cal CT, each time it is moved.
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3) Attach the clamp-on connectors of the Cal CTs to the same conductors as the
installed CTs.
4) Connect Cal CTs to the NetEP via BNC cables. The mating BNC connectors on the
bottom of the enclosure panel are shown in the figure below.

Figure 37. Bottom panel of NetEP showing BNC and other connectors.
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5) Enter the mV/A AC rating that corresponds to the current range in the Calibrating CT
Channel window as shown below.
6) The phase shift is not likely to be a single fixed value, but rather a curve based on
frequency and the setting selected on the calibration CT. Refer to calibration CT
documentation to look up a curve for the switch-selected sensitivity/rating of the
calibration CT to find the range of the frequency being measured. That should help
identify what the phase shift should be. Enter that value here. (If you cannot locate
that information, leave the value at 0).

Figure 38. Defining Calibration CT values.

7) Click the Right Arrow button to continue.

NOTE
This page appears for any installed CT channel that you will calibrate, but the values
entered here are not particularly concerned with the selected installed CT channel,
but rather they are concerned with the Cal CTs.
When you move to another installed CT channel, the prior values will be retained in
these fields. If the motors being calibrated fall into the same current range, the
retained values may be used without editing. However, if the new motor uses a
different current range than the previous motor, the Cal CT switch settings must be
altered between motors, and new values must be entered in this page.
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8) Moving the BNC connectors as needed, physically sequence the calibration CTs to
match the installed instrumentation CTs (installed CTs).

NOTE
This step deals with ensuring that the calibration CTs are on the same channels as
the installed CTs. The process for sequencing installed CTs to the three motor
voltages will be completed a little later.
Note that this page does not display a standard voltage and current phasor
diagram; no voltages are displayed. Rather, the diagram compares the actual
installed CT inputs with the Cal CT inputs.

Figure 39. Calibrating CT channels.

9) To match the calibration CTs to the installed CTs, you can make the following
changes:
9.1 Swap the physical locations of the BNC connectors to re-position the phasors.
9.2 Use the Invert checkbox to rotate phasors by 180 degrees.
10) When properly sequenced, the phasors for both the NetEP and Cal CT channels
should be in a similar position, even though they might not perfectly overlap each
other yet because the installed CTs could impart a different phase shift than the Cal
CTs.
11) Press the Update Cal button to perform the calibration operation.

NOTE

If one of the NetEP CTs has abnormally low readings compared to the others, it
could be due to the calibration CT setting switch having been accidentally bumped
into the wrong position. To ensure accuracy, this should be corrected before
proceeding.
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12) At this point the measured readings of the installed CTs should match the readings of
the clamp-on calibration CTs. The amplitude should be calibrated at this point, and
the phase variance of the installed CTs should also be corrected. Any mismatch in
the phasor diagram should now appear corrected such that each line’s two vectors
perfectly overlap.

NOTE
Do not to be concerned if the diagram does not display the expected 120 degrees
between vectors. That can be corrected on the verification and re-sequencing
page.

13) If necessary, enter a CT ratio.

NOTE
The default 1:1 ratio will not require any change unless there is a transformer
between the CTs and the motor, or the conductors being measured have been
looped through their CTs multiple times to increase their output voltage. The same
ratio will apply to all three lines.

Figure 40. Defining CT ratios.

14) Click the Right Arrow to continue.
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Sequence the installed CTs for proper phase progression
The next step in configuring a NetEP is sequencing the installed CTs to the measured
voltages. Because the installed CTs may have been installed in a random configuration, this
step is required for the NetEP to accurately obtain motor data.
When properly sequenced, the phase current will lag the phase voltage (line to ground) by
5–90 degrees (most commonly 30–60 degrees). The diagram below shows the proper
location for the current phasors with respect to the phase voltage.

Figure 41. Phasor diagram.

The Phasor diagram shows all phasor positions. All three current phasors must be in the
same load area of their respective phases for the setup to be correct. For example if the Ia
phasor is in the high load position,Ib and Ic must also be in the high load position. The dark
shaded areas are non-phasor positions. Although this can be done mathematically, no
phasors can physically reside in the dark shaded area (for three phase induction motors
without PF correcting devices).
•

If the phasors reside in the high load position, measured current should be the same
as the nameplate current.

•

In general, a lightly-loaded motor will have a current less than the full load current
and will be at a phase lag of 30–60 degrees.

•

A highly-loaded motor will have a current near the full load current and a phase lag
of about 5–30 degrees.
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The graphic below identifies the Phasor diagram and shows how the Invert and Map To
controls are used to properly sequence the installed CTs.

Figure 42. Features used to control CT sequencing.

Trial and error is the only approach to performing the sequencing process. Start by finding a
phasor that makes a good candidate for phase A.
1) Select any mapping or inversion as required to get a good phase A.
2) Once proper mapping is done for a phase A, others will quickly follow.
3) The colored areas on the phasor diagram are guidelines for placing the current
phasor. The phasor should be somewhere within the shaded area to be a good
choice.
4) The three columns (A, B, and C) represent the values measured from the actual input
connections, while the pull-down options (“Map To”) identify which role the software
should consider that input channel as fulfilling. For this reason, you can think of
“Map To” as meaning “Move To.”
Check the phasing for sensibility. That is, if the motor is heavily loaded, the current phasor
should be closer to its voltage phasor and the current should approach the full load current.
Lightly loaded motors will have a larger angle, but smaller current.
If the angles seem wrong, try inverting all channels to flip them to the other side, and then
re-sequence as necessary to assign each input to the next phase. Re-evaluate for sensibility.
If the situation is still ambiguous, it can be helpful to force a change in load to the motor to
see whether the angles increase or decrease as expected.

NOTE

Both the voltage bus and the CT channel should be fully calibrated before
sequencing.

The Response Time slider is a low-pass filter on all of the measured values being displayed
on a given page. Sliding to Fast removes all filtering. Sliding to Slow changes the displayed
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values slowly in response to changes in the measured values. (It might take several seconds
to stabilize after the levels of measured signals change.)
The slider provides dynamic averaging that is more stable than if the raw measured signal
occasionally jumps around by significant amounts. Consider the case of clicking on the
Update button; you wouldn’t want to capture the raw measured value at a time when it just
happened to be anomalous.
Another example is calibration of motors using VFDs. Because VFDs are more likely to
provide variations, the slider can be used to prevent such variations from taking the
calibration process “by surprise.”
To properly sequence the installed CTs:
1) Use the Voltage Bus dropdown menu to select the bus for the CT Channel identified.
2) Use the Map To dropdown menus to change phase to CT configuration (in effect, this
re-positions the connections).
3) Use the Invert check boxes to rotate the phasors 180 degrees.
4) When CTs are correctly sequenced, the page will show Connections OK.
In the following example, the system senses that something is wrong with the B and C
connections and displays the impedance angle values Z [o] in red. (The system will always
display the impedance angle in red when it is greater than 90 degrees.) It also displays Check
Connections in red near the bottom of the page.
To correct some conditions, you might only need to check the Invert box for that phase; but
in this case, we needed to use the Map To dropdown menus to swap lb and lc.

Figure 43. Display shows Phase B and C connection problem.
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NOTE
The preceding explanation works if the motor is not under much load. An alternate
interpretation would be required if the motor is running under heavy load: All three
channels must be inverted first, and then B will be correct, but Ia and Ic would need
to be swapped.
When the correction is made, the message near the bottom of the page changes to
Connections OK and the current value shown in the Phasor diagram falls into the proper
region.

Figure 44. Changing lb to lc and lc to lb using the Map To dropdowns.
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5) Record that the CTs have been calibrated on a spreadsheet like the samples shown
below.
VBus

Description

Voltage

Type

Motor Name

Voltage Bus

Calibration

PT Ratio

Calibration
Complete

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

CT

Mapping

CT Ratio

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
M10
M11
M12
M13
M14
M15
M16
M17
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CT

Motor Name

Voltage Bus

Calibration

Mapping

CT Ratio

M18
M19
M20
M21
M22
M23
M24
M25
M26
M27
M28
M29
M30
M31
M32
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6) Click the Right Arrow button to continue.
7) A dialog box like the one shown below opens so you can select a machine to map to
this channel.
8) Select a machine from the list if you see what you need; otherwise, right click on the
top level to open the menu as shown below to create a new AC machine.

Figure 45. Selecting AC machine or creating new one.
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9) When you choose to create a new AC machine, you will see the dialog box shown
below. For this process, you need only provide a new name in the Name field and
enter the information in the Name Plate tab.

Figure 46. Creating a new AC machine.

10) Click OK when you have finished entering the necessary information.
11) Clicking OK cycles you back to first step in the Calibrating CTs process. After you have
completed calibrating all channels, or you have reached the end of your current
calibration goals, click on Exit to leave the NetEP Calibration wizard.
12) Check the VFD box if the motor is on a VFD.
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Starting and stopping the NetEP Windows service
The windows service must be stopped to perform the calibration process. When the
windows service has started, the NetEP will begin monitoring the motors and sending the
data to the SQL server.
After completing the calibration process, try starting the service.
1) Right click on the My Computer icon on the desktop.
2) Click on Manage.
3) Click on Services and Applications.
4) Click on Services.
5) Highlight the line called “Baker NetEP Scheduler.”
6) Click on Start Service or Stop Service as required.
Verify that the NetEP is working. Using Surveyor is one option for doing so because you can
confirm that new data is showing up in the databases for motors that are running.
If Surveyor is not yet installed anywhere, you can check the log files to ensure that the NetEP
is not having serious and persistent errors (these would show up in the log files).

NOTE
Refer to the “Troubleshooting” appendix for more information on potential issues
with this service and for information on how log files can be used during this
process.
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Installing the filtering program
The filtering program (Filtering.exe) is installed during the Surveyor Server software
(SurveyorServer_Installer.exe) installation process on the server or another computer on the
same network that has a persistent connection to the server. The filtering application applies
the filtration settings—defined by the motor nameplate setup—to the data on the SQL
server.
By default, the program is installed under C:\Program Files\SKF\Surveyor\Surveyor Server
for a 32-bit system or C:\Program Files (x86)\SKF\Surveyor\Surveyor Server for a 64-bit
system.

Configuring the database connection via NetEP Performance Monitor
Before Filtering will work, the NetEP Performance Monitor must be run to configure the
database settings that will be used by the filtering program.
1) Run the NetEP Performance Monitor, using the desktop shortcut, the Start menu
shortcut, or by double-clicking the file in a Windows File Explorer where it is found
(normally in “C:\Program Files\SKF\Surveyor\Surveyor Server”).
2) In the window that appears, you should find a database icon in the upper left corner.
3) Select the window and hover the pointer over the database icon. A tool tip saying
“Set Database” appears to confirm the function. Click on the database icon.
4) The SQL Server Connections Settings dialog box will appear. Using this dialog, set the
hostname for DBMS system (which should be this local server). If using SQL Express
(the free version), you will also find it necessary to add “\SQLEXPRESS” to the end of
the hostname.
5) Generally, you can leave the Port set to 0, but if you know your DMBS uses a
different port, then change it as appropriate. The three settings for how the
authentication should be done, the user name, and the password, should be set
according to whatever user account should be used by the filtering program.
6) Click the button with ellipses at the lower right to open a display of the available
databases to choose from. If you are unable to connect using the information
provided, an error message will appear. Confirm that the proper information is used
and re-enter information as needed.
7) When the connection is established, the main window will provide information
regarding size and whether new data is coming from a connected NetEP. The
connection data will be stored in a settings file shared by the Filtering program.
You can run the NetEpPerfMon program whenever you wish. You can even install and run it
on a different system besides the server where the DBMS is hosted. In such cases, the
physical memory information shown will have no relevance to the database server because
they are taken from the local system.

Filtering software setup

Running the filtering program manually
The Filtering program does not run automatically without setting up the Windows Task
Scheduler (as described below), but you can run it manually for testing purposes if desired.
Ideally, you will want to see any error messages, so you should use a command prompt
window.
1) Open a command prompt window (access process varies depending on the OS
version you are running.)
2) Change directory to the location of the Filtering program.
3) Run the filtering program: Filtering.exe.
The program should not require much time to run if connected to a relatively new database
(for an older database, it can run for several minutes). You will see messages identifying what
the program is doing.
After the program completes, you might want to check the log file, which is located in the
shared data folder for the application (C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application
Data\SKF\Surveyor\Log by default; newer versions of Windows C:\Program Data\SKF\
Surveyor\Log). The latest log file from running the Filtering program may contain messages
similar to those issued in the command prompt window. If there were any errors, some
investigation might be warranted. You can always look at the log files there in the future to
see whether problems have occurred when the filtering program runs.

Scheduling the filtering program to run automatically
The NetEP Surveyor Server software does not automatically set up any scheduled tasks, so
this step needs to be done manually.
Different versions of Windows have different mechanisms for scheduling tasks to run
automatically on a periodic basis. Regardless of which version of Windows you use, the task
scheduling interface provided is fairly easy to use.

NOTE
When setting up the scheduler, you should have administrator account privileges
for the NetEP database because during setup the software will try to create stored
procedures and views that it can use to do its job more quickly.
Thereafter, the user account only needs the ability to read and delete (and add an
entry to one of the tables), and read the settings file that was prepared by the
NetEpPerfMon program.
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Example process using Windows Server 2008 R2
The following process covers the steps to schedule the filtering program to run automatically
via Windows Task Scheduler on a Windows Server 2008 operating system. The process for
setting up the scheduler on other Windows operating systems will vary slightly, but are
similar to the example process provided here.

Opening the task scheduler
1) Open the Task Scheduler by clicking the Start button. Control Panel , System and
Security, then Administrative Tools.
2) Double-click on Task Scheduler.
3) If you are prompted for an administrator password or confirmation, type the
password or provide confirmation.

Creating the filtering Task
1) Click on Create Basic Task.
2) Enter the name of the task along with a description in the appropriate fields.
3) Click on Next to continue.

Figure 47. Creating basic task.

NOTE
Optionally, (depending on version of Task Scheduler you are using) you can create
multiple triggers to have the task performed more than once per day.
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4) Define the trigger for your task. At a minimum, you should set filtering to run once a
day every day.
5) Click on the Daily radio button.
6) Click Next.

Figure 48. Specifying the task trigger.

7) Define the start date and time. You might want to set it to start running after you
have finished calibration and the NetEp is running.
8) Click Next to continue.

Figure 49. Specifying start date and time.
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9) Select Start a program.
10) Click Next.

Figure 50. Specifying the action of the task.

11) Click on the Browse button to locate the file Filtering.exe. Be sure to use the full
path to the installed location of the Filtering.exe program
The default location on a 64-bit OS is C:\Program Files (x86)\SKF\Surveyor\Surveyor
Server\Filtering.exe.
The default location on a 32-bit OS is C:\Program Files\SKF\Surveyor\Surveyor Server\
Filtering.exe.

Figure 51. Locating the program to start.
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12) Review your entries in the Summary window. Click on the Back button if you need
to make changes.
13) Check the Open the Properties dialog for this task when I Finish box.
14) Click on the Finish button.

Figure 52. Reviewing entries and finishing the setup.

15) In the Properties dialog, click on the Run whether user is logged on or not radio
button.
16) Click OK to save your entry.

Figure 53. Defining run options.
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Examples of filtering tasks

Figure 54. General tab example.

Figure 55. Triggers tab example.
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Figure 56. Actions tab example.

Figure 57. Conditions tab example.
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The maximum time you allow the program to run before it will be killed automatically is up to
you, but the recommendation is to allow it to keep running for up to three days, and also
select “Do not start a new instance” if this task is already running.

Figure 58. Settings tab example.

NOTE
If your database administrator requires it, you might need to change the database
connection settings from using a database user account with full administrative
rights to one in the NetEP database’s “Analyst” role.
Similarly, access permissions for the user account already used in the connection
settings could be changed afterwards by the database administrator to remove
broad permissions that were required when initially creating the database.
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Appendix A — Calibration settings dialog box
CAUTION

This dialog is rarely used for normal operations and the values in the dialog
should not be changed in most cases. Generally, before you change any
settings in this page, you should consult with SKF support.
The Calibration Settings dialog appears when you click on the Setting link on the main page
pf the NetEP Calibration Wizard.

Figure 59. Calibration Settings dialog box.

These values control both the method of acquisition and the acceptance criteria for the
calibration. In general you should not need to modify these values unless you have a
specific reason.
Typically, changes are only made here when you are unable to calibrate a motor due to some
unknown function or circumstance.
Acquisition Rate—This is the speed at which the acquisition system acquires data; 6Ks/s is
considerable more than should be required for any situation. If anything, you might want to
lower this value to filter out switching frequencies and similar anomalies to stabilize frequency
estimation. The final value must be between 2000 and 20000.
Min. Expected Frequency—This setting controls the minimum frequency that can be
estimated by the system. The only reason to put a higher value into this box is if the current
or voltage level is changing rather quickly and the system is not auto ranging correctly. You
may need to lower this value if the frequency is lower than 10, but this will require a “more
stable” signal in order to calibrate. Valid values between 0.1 and 200.
Calibration Channel—The default setting (33) is an internal channel used for calibration. If
this channel fails, you can use one of the other acquisition channels within the system to
perform calibration.
Max CT Phase Difference—This setting specifies maximum difference between the phase of
the calibration CTs and the measurement CTs before the system will allow them to be
calibrated.
When you have completed examining (or changing) the values in this page, click on OK to
continue.
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Appendix B — NetEP configuration utility
When you installed the NetEP software, the installer also creates an icon like this one on your
desktop, which provides you access to a set of configuration tools that can be used to
troubleshoot your NetEP system.

NOTE
The NetEP Configuration tools are generally intended for field service personnel
and will not typically apply to day-to-day usage of the NetEP.
When you click on the icon, the Device Client dialog box appears as shown below.
Clicking on the Tools item in the main toolbar opens a menu as shown in the example. An
overview of each menu item follows:

Figure 60. NetEP Configuration utility; Tools menu.

•

Setup Wizard—Starts the NetEP Setup wizard.

•

Database—Opens a dialog that you can use to define the SQL Server connection
settings.

•

Scope—Opens a scope utility in a separate window.

•

View Connections—Opens a separate dialog showing you the status for the current
connections being monitored.

•

Export Calibration—Open a Save As page so you can specify the location where you
want to save the calibration data.

•

Load Firmware—Used only by service technicians to upgrade firmware.

•

USB Powered—Manually forces an internal USB source to stay on. Used only by
technicians for diagnostic purposes.

•

Mux Control Panel—Used by technicians to test system multiplexing functionality.

•

COM Test—Used by technicians to test com ports.

•

Options—Internal SKF options presented to technicians when applicable.



Scope
The scope provides a live display of the time waveforms. It includes a Settings menu used to
select a variety of standard scope display options.

Figure 61. Scope utility.

Just below the Settings menu is a Play/Pause toggle button.

Figure 62. Scope Play/Pause toggle button.
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When you click on the Play/Pause button, you will see new tools appear that you can use to
export data or save a screen shot of the displayed information.

Figure 63. Tools to export data and save screen shot.

View Connections utility
The View Connections utility allows you to monitor the same connections and state
information that you see during the calibration process, but you cannot make any
adjustments here. The screen is for monitoring purposes only.

Figure 64. View connections utility.
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Appendix C — Troubleshooting
Reboot cycling
If the NetEP Scheduler service (DeviceClientService.exe) keeps noticing fatal problems with
the functioning of the actual measuring software (the DeviceClient.exe), it will restart multiple
times within a short period of time to try clearing the problem. Failing that, it will then try
rebooting the system.
This is a good way to ensure that the device keeps working as well as it can under a wide
variety of different potential conditions, but it can be annoying if you are trying to log in to the
system and use it.
If you notice that this happens while you need to investigate a problem, read the log files,
adjust some settings, and so on, it is best to stop that service first when you login, and then
read the log files or do other troubleshooting. After fixing a problem, restart the service
before you log out.
The most common cause of this reboot cycling is a networking failure. Other common causes
include invalid database connection settings, or the database service itself might be down.
It helps to be able to access the file system on the device remotely (as by CIFS to the C$
shared drive for C:\) in order to copy the relevant log files for off-line perusal, but sometimes
you also need to log in (either remotely or at the NetEP itself) to check out the system, Event
Viewer, or network settings.

Using log files to troubleshoot verification of NetEP operation
If no data arrives in the database (as viewed from the Surveyor desktop application), or if the
NetEP occasionally reboots for unknown reasons, you might want check the log files on the
NetEP device itself. The log files are created in the directory “C:\Documents and Settings\All
Users\Application Data\SKF\Surveyor\Log” (when the software is installed on a newer
operating system, it will be “C:\Program Data\AppData\SKF\Surveyor\Log”).
The information in some log files can be dense with details, most of which are there for
investigation by support personnel and not likely to be of particular interest. In these files,
you can see error or warning messages (in bold) along with routine activity indicating normal
behavior. Because the NetEP has software that runs in the background without a user
interface, examining these log files is the best way to see what might be wrong when the
device appears to be malfunctioning.
Each time an application runs, a new log file is written, eventually overwriting a previouslywritten log file so as to not use up too much storage space. The file will have a name based
on the application’s executable name. The most recent log file will have a name without a
number (such as DeviceClient.log.htm) and will also exist by a different name with a number
in it (such as DeviceClient.log.6.htm). Those numbers will be changed each time a new file is
to be written, allowing you to review older log information (up to a limited number). Log files
can be “rolled” to new numbers for other reasons besides distinct runs of the program, such
as when the file becomes too large or when a boundary between time units (such as days) is
crossed.
Two files in particular are likely to be relevant here:
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\SKF\Surveyor\Log\DeviceClient.
log.htm
Information from the actual program (DeviceClient.exe) doing the work of measuring voltages
and currents, analyzing the data, and storing it in the database. This is a good place to look to
find problems (warnings or exception error messages) issued by the program. Be aware that



the device client can also terminate and restart for normal conditions that are not errors. Any
time the DeviceClient notices a change in the database to the information that it bases its
scheduling and calculations upon, it will terminate with a successful exit code, and then the
“Baker NetEP Scheduler” service will automatically and immediately restart it (for example,
this is normal behavior when you edit a motor’s properties in Surveyor).
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Application Data\SKF\Surveyor\Log\
DeviceClientService.log.htm
Information from the “Baker NetEP Scheduler” service (“DeviceClientService.exe”) that runs
the separate DeviceClient process and watches to ensure it continues running and that it is
sending data to the database. The process will forcibly kill the DeviceClient program and
restart it if it appears to be stuck or unable to do its job for some reason. The service will also
restart the DeviceClient program if it terminates for any reason (but if it exits with a
successful exit code, this is not counted as a problem).
The service will connect to the database using the same connection settings as the
DeviceClient, and verify that jobs are running and that measurements are being written. If
the database cannot be reached, you will see error messages about that in this log file.
The service counts how often any such problems occur, and if problems persist and become
too numerous over a short period of time, then the service can also reboot the system as a
last resort to clear up whatever might be wrong. If you see that the system is rebooting, you
will want to stop the service first, before trying to look at log files so that it does not reboot
while you are logged on and trying to investigate the problem). All such activities, along with
periodic statistical metrics, will be written to this log file.

Using Event Viewer log files
Beyond the NetEP’s program-specific log files, it is often very revealing to investigate the
system’s Event Viewer log files. They can reveal such issues as intermittent network
connections (through notices about an interface being disconnected and reconnected, and so
on), as well as other system-level problems that cannot be diagnosed by the NetEP software
itself.
Accessing the Event Viewer log files varies depending on your operating system. For example
you can right click on the Start button then Event Viewer on some systems, or right click on
the My Computer icon on the desktop then Manage to open a Computer Management
window where the Event Viewer can be accessed. Refer to the user help for your operating
system for specific instructions as needed.
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